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The Navy/Marine Corps Advanced Base Offshore Bulk Fuel System (OBFS) includes a tanker terminal facility. The feasibility of transporting and installing a large gravity anchor for a proposed Single Anchor Leg Mooring (SALM) for the terminal facility is investigated. It was assumed that advanced base, amphibious and LASII (lighter aboard ship) assets are available for transporting and installing the anchor. A maximum horizontal force of 222 kips (from model tests) on a catenary moored 50,000-dwt tanker in 65 ft water depth with a 4-knot

continued
current and 8-ft (significant height) seas was used to determine the required deadweight anchor size and weight. For sediment seafloors the anchor would measure 61 ft x 62 ft x 10.5 ft and weight 1,000 tons. An anchor for a rock seafloor would be approximately twice this size and weight. Either anchor is too large and heavy to be lifted as a single unit by the 500-ton capacity LASH gantry crane. Instead the anchor is transported and off-loaded as two (four for rock seafloors) standard 500-ton LASH barge-sized modules. The floating modules are joined after offloading, towed to the appropriate location and sunk to provide the required anchorage. SALM anchor installation could probably be accomplished in one day, and terminal installation completed in less than 7 days. A comparable catenary-moored terminal facility is estimated to require an installation time of about 14 days. A Single Anchor Leg Mooring for the OBFS appears to be both feasible and practical. The primary development items are the hardware and techniques for mating the heavy anchor modules at sea.
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INTRODUCTION

The Offshore Bulk Fuel System (OBFS) is a system for delivering large quantities of fuel to a combined Navy and Marine Corps contingency force over an exposed beach-head. The OBFS includes an Amphibious Tanker Terminal Facility (ATTF) consisting of a tanker mooring, pipelines, and pumping equipment. A proposed Single Anchor Leg Mooring (SALM) could minimize ATTF installation time and get fuel to the beach in roughly half the time required for the present system using a Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM).

This report describes the required size and weight of SALM anchors and addresses the feasibility of transporting, offloading, and installing them with available amphibious, advanced base, and U.S. Flag LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) assets. The work is sponsored by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command as part of the program on advanced base mobility.

BACKGROUND

The ATTF Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM) consists of the components shown in Figure 1. The CALM provides adequate mooring restraint and uses hardware which may be handled with existing amphibious and advanced base assets. Several undesirable features of the CALM are: the time-consuming installation of four chain mooring legs and four propellant embedded anchors (or four conventional anchors); the necessity for both buoy-to-tanker and buoy-to-pipeline manifold fuel transfer hoses; high vulnerability of the multi-product distribution unit (MPDU) on the buoy (see Figure 1); and abrasion of the anchor cables (or chain) on and/or in the seafloor.

The Single Anchor Leg Mooring (SALM), Figure 2, offers some relief from these problems. It uses a single gravity anchor which doubles as the MPDU and pipeline end manifold. There are no pipe manifolds on the buoy. The gravity anchor envisioned is a barge-shaped box, either towed or carried to the site, and flooded to provide the SALM anchorage. Thus, anchor cable abrasion on the seafloor, multiple anchor installation, and under-buoy hoses are eliminated. The SALM configuration shown in Figure 2 is an IMODCO design (Ref 1). The anchor was sized to resist loads on a 70,000-dwt tanker moored in 65 ft of water with a 30-kt wind, 4-kt current and a fully arisen sea with a significant wave height of 12 ft. (Since the IMODCO report was written, OBFS loading requirements have been reduced significantly as described below.) Overall dimensions and submerged weight of this IMODCO barge-anchor are 100 ft x 50 ft x 14 ft and 3,300 kips*. If the barge is self-propelled or towed in the open sea, it would have to be longer to improve its seaworthiness. The

*1 kip = 1,000 pounds.
undersirable feature of the anchor is that, because of its size, it requires special assets to transport and install. It must be towed, self-propelled or carried in the well deck of an LSD-type ship (which is probably not available). Other amphibious or LASH ships are not equipped to handle or install the mooring base.

A previous CEL report (Ref 2) investigated the possibility of reducing the required weight and size of the gravity anchor by supplementing it with propellant embedded anchors. That report concluded that composite anchors could reduce required weight by as much as 90%. However, the resulting composite deadweight-propellant embedded anchor would require substantial development and result in an involved installation procedure. The increased complexity is a severe detractor from the basic advantage of the SALM which is fast installation. The report also pointed out that even the lightest composite anchor employing eight propellant anchors would weigh about 400 kips. The most available assets capable of handling this weight are LASH vessels or LSD-type ships. In other words, the composite anchor would not remove the basic objection to the simple gravity base.

The recent reduction (Ref 3) in the required anchor holding capacity for the ATTF and the possibility of using LASH assets has led to this re-evaluation of the SALM.

ANCHOR LOADING

Based on data from final model tests, a survey of worldwide refined product tanker distribution, and a review of realistic operational environmental conditions (Ref 3) the ATTF mooring is now designed to restrain a 50,000-dwt tanker in a fully developed sea with a significant wave height (Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum) of 8 ft, current velocity of 4 kts and wind velocity of 30 kts. Although the OBFS may be installed in water depths ranging from 65 to 200 ft, highest loads occur at the shallower depth (Ref 4). Model tests of the CALM showed that at the 65-ft depth maximum hawser tension for the 50,000-dwt tanker was 245 kips. The maximum force occurs at a hawser angle to the horizontal of 25 degrees; the maximum horizontal load component is 222 kips. For this analysis, the forces derived from CALM model tests were applied directly to the SALM. Figure 3 is a sketch of the estimated SALM loading conditions. The forces at the anchor are 222 kips horizontally and 340.5 kips vertically for a total force at the anchor of 406.5 kips at an angle of about 57 degrees to the horizontal. These forces are about one-half those predicted originally for the 70,000-dwt tanker in 12-ft significant wave height sea conditions.

The large size of the SALM anchor and the relatively shallow water depth contribute to a significant force on the anchor itself from surface waves. The wave inertia force component and the frictional drag component occur 90 degrees out of phase. Since the drag component is relatively small, it was neglected. The inertia force is a function of the anchor displaced volume:

\[ F_i = C_m \rho V A \]
where \( F_i \) = inertia force (F)
\( C_m \) = inertia coefficient, 1.7 assumed
\( \rho \) = density of sea water (M/L^3)
\( V \) = displaced volume of the anchor (L^3)
\( A_x \) = horizontal acceleration of water particles due to the design wave (F/T^2)

In Figure 3, the inertia force is shown acting at the center of the anchor's displaced volume. Anchors described here were sized to resist 2.0 times the maximum load estimated from model tests plus the inertia force acting on the anchor. Design forces are 680 kips vertically and 540-640 kips horizontally.*

SEAFLOOR CHARACTERISTICS

Seafloor types which might be encountered at an OBFS location could vary from a soft cohesive material to hard rock or coral. Although the ideal anchor would function in the full range of possible seafloors, there is no single, reasonably sized anchor today which has that capability. The practical solution is to specify an anchor which will function adequately in the widest possible range of seafloors. Figure 4 is an estimate of the relative frequency of occurrence of a range of surficial seafloor compositions found on the inner continental shelf. The figure was produced from nautical chart data generated by Hayes (Ref 5) who attempted to correlate shelf composition with the climate of the adjacent coastal area. The figure shows that 84 percent of the inner shelf surface area is sand or mud. Another 13 percent is coral, shell or gravel and roughly 3 percent is rock. For this analysis, engineering properties for the design of deadweight anchors were assigned only to the relatively prevalent sand and mud seafloors. The properties of the other seafloor types are difficult to generalize quantitatively. It is assumed that a deadweight in soft coral or gravel behaves much as it does in sand. The primary assumption for rock is that sliding friction of a deadweight anchor on rock can be estimated by assuming a coefficient of friction between the anchor and rock of 0.3, and using the same relationships used for sand. The cohesionless (sand) and cohesive (silty clay) seafloor assumed for design are described below.

Sand

A typical competent sandy seafloor was assumed:

Submerged (saturated) unit weight = 60 pcf
Friction angle = 35 degrees

*The horizontal force varies with anchor size because of the inertia force term. An anchor made of denser material would have less displaced volume and experience less wave inertia force than an anchor of less dense material.
Clay

The assumed undrained shear strength versus depth for the cohesive seafloor is shown in Figure 5 (Ref 6). A submerged unit weight of 45 pcf and a sensitivity (undisturbed strength divided by remolded strength) of 2.0 were assumed.

TRANSPORT SHIP CAPABILITIES

The LASH system consists of 20 U.S. Flag ships and 4 foreign flag carriers (Ref 7). In a national emergency, the U.S. LASH fleet could be pressed into service as transporters of advanced base and OBFS material. The ships are capable of speeds exceeding 20 kts and are able to offload barge lighters in the open sea. LASH barges measure approximately 61.5-ft x 32-ft x 13-ft high and have a maximum gross weight of 1,000 kips. The LASH gantry (also called the lighter lift crane) travels fore and aft along the ship picking up barges from holds or the weather deck and lowering them at the ship's stern. Barges are lifted with their short axis parallel to the ship's centerline (Figure 6). A single LASH ship may carry from 40 to 80 barges depending on the particular ship (Figure 7a). Barges are both fitted into cargo holds which measure 63 ft 11 in. x 34 ft 7 in. and stacked on the weather deck. In port, barges are usually carried fully loaded and are stacked two high on the weather deck. At sea, the upper barge is carried empty. Barges in holds are stacked 2-to-4 high.

The SEABEE ship, Figure 7b, is another barge-carrying ship (total of three ships) which could be used to transport a large deadweight. One additional bargeship on the drawing boards is the TRIMARINER, Figure 7c. It is an ocean-going ship which uses a wet well (like a drydock) to offload cargo. SEABEE barges measure 90-ft x 76 ft x 16 ft and have a gross weight of about 2,000 kips. The SEABEE ship lowers two barges at once on an elevator, and therefore, its lift capability is four times that of a LASH vessel. The proposed TRIMARINER would load barges measuring 200 ft x 76 ft x 15 ft. Since the number of SEABEE and TRIMARINER vessels (if they are constructed) is expected to remain relatively small compared to LASH assets for the foreseeable future, they were not considered in this report. However, their capability for transporting and discharging heavy cargo should be kept in mind in the event they become available for the OBFS mission.

The unmodified LASH lighter lift crane is unable to lift many advanced base components because they differ in size from the standard LASH barge. The clearance (measured parallel to the ship's centerline) between the gantry aft lift points and the ship's transom (Figure 8) is about 32 ft. Several interim fixes which adapt the lighter crane for lifting outsized advanced base components have been proposed, and limited testing has been done using a special landing craft lift beam (Ref 7). Nine of the 20 existing LASH ships have been modified to permit a lift using only the two aft sockets of the crane. Modifications include features to override stop switches on the gantry allowing it to travel farther aft, and switches to override eccentric load limit switches on the crane. The proposed final solution to the problem of lifting outsized loads is a cantilever lift frame (Figures 8 and 9). Present plans
call for the cantilever lift frame to be carried aboard nine of the larger LASH ships (designated C-9 ships) with the required modifications. If needed, the remaining 11 ships could be modified to accept the lift frame.

The cantilever lift frame allows relatively light outsized loads like causeway sections (140 kips) to be lifted with the lighter crane. As objects become larger in the fore-and-aft (relative to the ship) dimension, the load becomes concentrated on the gantry's sternmost lift points and usable crane capacity is reduced. For even larger loads, unweighting of the crane's forward lift points begins to occur, and eventually upward loads are applied to the forward lift points. For loads having the fore-and-aft dimension greater than about 80 ft this uplift controls crane capacity. Figure 10 is a plot of lift capacity versus object size (outsized loads) for the Morgan cranes fitted on six of the C-9 LASH ships. Although not presently configured to lift loads narrower than 50 ft (dashed line in Figure 10), minor modifications to the cantilever lift frame could be made to permit such lifts. The solid line in Figure 10 shows estimated load capacity for object sizes from 50-to-80 feet. The curve shows that crane capacity decreases rapidly as object size increases; for example, capacity is reduced 50 percent for 56-ft loads. The lower (dotted) portion of the curve reflects the upward force on the lift points controlling crane capacity. Data for Figure 10 was developed by summing forces and moments for the lift system. For numerical examples of the calculation procedure followed, refer to Reference 8.

LASH barges are routinely offloaded at only a few open ocean locations. The LASH lighter lift crane motion compensation system has the capability to accommodate 8-ft vertical motions at periods of 7 seconds and 4-ft vertical motions at periods of 5 seconds or more. LASH barge handling tests conducted at Coronado, CA (Ref 9) indicated that standard construction battalion warping tugs (fitted with two 290-hp outboard motors) are well suited to handling loaded or unloaded LASH barges in mild sea conditions. Shumaker (Ref 10) observed LASH barges being offloaded in state 4 seas. He noted the importance of the gantry motion compensation feature and observed that the critical phase of the offloading operation occurs just as the barge is disconnected (or connected). To accomplish the unmating operation, winches aboard the ship draw the barge in snugly against the ship transom; alternately, a tug is used to push the barge against the ship. Shumaker states that the latter method is faster and more efficient. The acquiring tug should be equipped with two deck winches for handling the barge and should be well fendered. Offloading time at sea for standard barges averages about 25 minutes (Ref 8).

As configured, the cantilever lift frame, or other system using flexible cables, removes the crane's motion compensation feature. It is difficult to assess the significance of this lack of motion compensation since discharging outsized loads at sea has not been done. It does appear feasible to develop a truss-like replacement for the cables so that the gantry's motion compensation feature would not be disabled. Truss-development costs would probably be comparable to development of the cantilever lift frame itself.
The resistance of a deadweight anchor to sliding can be idealized for an anchor on a purely cohesive (clay) or a purely cohesionless (sand) seafloor as follows. On a sand seafloor, anchor resistance to lateral motion is caused by sand grains sliding up and over one another. This action results in overall frictional behavior; increasing the force (weight) normal to the direction of impending lateral motion increases lateral resistance according to:

\[ R_L = (W_s - F_u) \tan \phi \]  

where  
\( R_L \) = resistance to sliding (F)  
\( W_s \) = anchor submerged weight (F)  
\( \phi \) = soil friction angle  
\( F_u \) = uplift force at the anchor (F)

Equation 1 shows that to increase lateral resistance the anchor weight must be increased.

For cohesive seafloors under short-term loading, water trapped within the soil leads to a different idealization of lateral holding capacity since soil pore pressure prevents large frictional forces from developing. In cohesive soil, lateral resistance may be calculated according to:

\[ R_L = s_u A \]  

where  
\( s_u \) = soil undrained shear strength at a given depth \([F/L^2]\)  
\( A \) = the anchor area contacting the soil \([L^2]\)

As shown, the anchor area does not enter directly into the lateral resistance on sand [Equation 1] and the anchor weight does not enter into the lateral resistance on clay [Equation 2]. However, both factors do enter calculations of anchor resistance to overturning. In practice, the strength of a normally consolidated clay at the surface is very small, but increases with depth. Shear keys which penetrate into the deeper stronger soil are typically fitted to the bottom of an anchor for clay to effectively increase the value of \( s_u \). Weight must be added to the anchor to drive these shear keys into the stronger soil below the surface. A description of the basic steps and assumptions made in sizing the anchors in this analysis may be found in Reference 11. Although bearing failure was not explicitly considered in sizing the anchors, designs were specified such that the resultant load on the soil falls within the middle third of the anchor base, limiting the possibility of bearing failure.

The anchors described here are sized to resist omni-directional lateral load on sand or cohesive seafloors. By limiting load direction or soil type, anchor size and weight can be reduced.
Sliding on a rock seafloor is assumed to be governed by simple frictional behavior. A coefficient of friction of about 0.3 between anchor and rock is expected; this value is substituted for the \( \tan \phi \) term in Equation 1.

**Anchor Characteristics**

Three anchor designs are shown in Figure 11. Each anchor uses a different LASH vessel deployment scheme, as described later in this section. All anchors employ shear keys which penetrate the seafloor to increase the anchor's lateral holding capacity on cohesive seafloors and limit scouring on cohesionless seafloors. Anchors with shear keys on a cohesive seafloor may resist several times the load of a similar anchor without shear keys because the keys penetrate to a depth where the soil strength is greater than that at the surface. The particular dimensions chosen for the anchors in Figure 11 reflect ship transporting and off-loading limitations as well as holding capacity requirements. The anchors are of steel construction to minimize their profile on the seafloor and, thereby, limit wave force on the anchor itself. All anchors are designed to float on the water surface until flooded. The anchors are comprised of three basic parts.

The first part is a grid-like arrangement of shear keys which penetrate fully into cohesive seafloors and partially into sand seafloors under the weight of the anchor alone. An additional embedding force contributed by the anchor's downward velocity as it approaches the seafloor was not considered.

The middle section of the anchor consists of the primary weighting material. In the examples here this material is a section of steel plate.

The upper section of the anchor is a tank-like structure which provides buoyancy when the anchor is on the water surface. The connection between the anchor and the mooring chain may be located on or in this upper anchor section. Should overturning of the anchor be critical, this connection could be located just above the shear key grid. This would necessitate removing a cone-like segment of the upper buoyant tank section to provide clearance for the mooring chain. The upper anchor section also contains the integral MPDU.

The anchor is offloaded by a LASH vessel and floated on the water surface. Both the volume within the shear key grid and the upper void area provide the required anchor buoyancy, with a freeboard of about one foot.

The anchor shown in Figure 11a measures 61 ft x 35 ft x 8.5 ft and weighs 928 kips (807-kips submerged weight). It is designed to be deployed in a single direct crane lift. This size and weight represent the approximate lift limit of a LASH vessel with the gantry aft movement limit switch disabled. The anchor's holding capacity is 327-kips horizontally and 340-kips vertically. Cutting edges would penetrate the full 3.5 ft on a soft cohesive seafloor, and about 2.5 ft on a sandy seafloor. The provided holding capacity does not allow for any safety factor. Augmenting the anchor with four propellant-embedded anchors, as suggested in reference 2, could provide the required factor of safety.
The anchor shown in Figure 11b measures 50 ft x 60 ft x 12.5 ft and weighs about 1,840 kips (1,600 kips submerged). Its 6.5 ft long cutting edges penetrate fully into cohesive soil and penetrate about 4 ft into sand. The anchor's lateral capacity is 655 kips and its vertical capacity is roughly 680 kips. Multiple lifts with the cantilever lift frame without motion compensation are required to offload the anchor. The anchor is assembled by nesting approximately three modules into a large floating module (Figure 12a). The nesting and assembling operation is completed in the relatively protected area at the stern of the LASH vessel. Lifting and fitting of each module is estimated to take about one hour. Preparatory rigging of the cantilever lift frame would take several hours. Total time to offload the anchor is estimated at eight hours.

The anchor shown in Figure 11c measures 61 ft x 62 ft x 10.5 ft and weighs about 2,000 kips (1,740 kips submerged weight). The cutting edges penetrate the full 4.5 ft into cohesive soil but only about 2.5 ft into sand. The anchor has lateral and vertical capacities of 660 kips and 680 kips respectively. Since the modules are the same size and weight as loaded LASH barges, they could be stacked in lighter cells or on deck just as LASH barges are stored. The anchor is assembled from two modules lifted individually by the unmodified lighter crane (Figure 12b). Since no special rigging or lift frame is required, the offloading time should be about the same as for a LASH barge -- 30 minutes for each module. The time required for the subsequent mating of the two modules is difficult to estimate due to probable weather sensitivity, but would probably be at least one hour. Since the cantilever lift frame is not required for the lift, the crane's motion compensation is available for lowering the anchor modules.

The anchor weights and sizes described above are applicable only to flat seafloors. Anchor lateral capacity on sloping seafloors can be significantly less in the downslope direction.

**Anchor Placement**

Each of the anchors shown in Figure 11 is floated to the designated anchor area after assembly. Two alternatives for placing the anchor are free fall and buoyancy-assisted controlled lowering. In the first, sinking is accomplished by venting air trapped within the cutting edges. Air trapped in the upper tank is vented and water allowed to enter to equalize pressure on the tank bulkheads as the anchor sinks. If desired, parts of the upper section could be designed to withstand all or part of the pressure difference, providing the capability for reducing anchor free-fall velocity.

The second method requires a motion-compensated lowering device. If motion compensation equipment is installed on the advanced base container offloading crane, it could be used to lower a partially ballasted anchor.

The anchors in Figure 11 are sized to resist design loads on the assumed sand and mud seafloors. Performance on soft coral is assumed to be approximately the same as on sand. Since the usable friction capacity of an anchor on rock would be about one half that on sand, an anchor for

---

*A 2 percent slope reduces anchor lateral capacity about 4 percent.*
rock would have to be about twice as heavy as the anchors described above. Adding two modules like the ones in Figure 11c (total of four) is one method for providing the necessary weight.

DISCUSSION

With weather contingencies included, the ATTF employing a CALM will be operational about 14 days after installation begins (Ref 12). SALM installation, on the other hand, would require about one day and could be completed as the pipeline and associated equipment were being installed. Total installation time for the pipeline (with weather contingencies) is about seven days. Therefore, an operating ATTF using a SALM could be operational in roughly half the time projected for the CALM equipped OBFS. As this would make the pipeline critical, improvements in its installation would be sought. For example, the use of ship-based pipe or heavy hose installation might provide substantial further reductions in OBFS installation time.

The assumption that load on the SALM can be approximated by model tests on the CALM is a rough approximation but adequate for this initial analysis. If a SALM for the ATTF is pursued further, a more careful determination of mooring loads, possibly including additional model tests, is needed.

The anchor configurations presented in Figures 11b and 11c will function adequately for the ATTF on all seafloor materials except hard coral or rock. For hard coral or rock, anchor weight must be increased to obtain the required holding capacity. The additional weight may be obtained by extending the side-by-side approach -- add more modules until the required weight and holding capacity is obtained.

Sizes and weights given are for anchors located on a flat seafloor. A sloping seafloor substantially reduces anchor resistance to sliding. However, other indirect constraints on seafloor slope imposed by the advanced base mission (for example, beach trafficability) significantly limit the possibility of operations on seafloors sloping more than about 2 percent.

Two methods for assembling a large anchor by connecting smaller modules were suggested to demonstrate the concept of a building block anchor. Other methods for "building" anchors at the water surface or even at the seafloor are possible.

Of the three anchors described, the one assembled from two standard-sized LASH modules is best in terms of transportability and practicality. Using LASH transport vessels assures rapid delivery of the anchor system and reliable, efficient offloading. The modular anchor permits storage above or below decks on any LASH vessel. The full 1,000-kip capability of the gantry, including motion compensation, is used. The key development required for the anchor, mating large floating structures at sea, is a reasonable extension of present military and commercial offshore capability.

The nested anchor concept, which requires rigging of the cantilever lift frame, is less desirable. Storage of the outsized modules aboard the LASH vessel would have to be topside since the modules would not fit into the LASH barge cells. The offloading operation would require transferring military stevedores to the LASH vessel to assist in rigging
the load and the cantilever lift frame. Therefore, using outsized anchor modules would mean fewer ships would be capable of performing the offloading task. The primary advantage of the nested anchor is that assembly is accomplished in the relatively protected LASH stern well.

It is not possible, with a single lift by a LASH vessel, to offload a deadweight large enough to resist ATTF environmental loads with an appropriate factor of safety. Although it is possible to reduce anchor size and weight by adding propellant embedded anchors, such a system would require extensive development and would destroy the basic attractiveness of the SALM: which is simplicity and speed of installation. Also, a composite deadweight-propellant embedded anchor would probably not be handleable with existing advanced base and amphibious assets -- LASH transport and offloading would still be required.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A single anchor leg mooring has the potential to reduce OBFS installation time by about 50 percent. The pipeline installation, not the mooring installation, would then become the limiting factor in determining the time required to obtain an operational ATTF.

2. A suitable ATTF SALM anchor for mud, sand, soft coral and gravel would measure about 61 ft x 62 ft x 10.5 ft overall and weigh 2,000 kips. The anchor base would be fitted with a grid-like arrangement of shear keys approximately 4.5 ft in height. Two 1,000 kip anchor modules would be offloaded by a LASH vessel, joined, floated to the designated anchoring site, and sunk. Existing PHIBCB warping tugs have the capability for handling the proposed anchor. However, a suitable method for joining the LASH barge-sized anchor modules at sea would have to be developed.

3. Transporting, offloading, joining and installing a suitable deadweight type anchor using LASH and Naval Construction Force assets appears feasible and practical. Precedents for such operations have already been established by LASH ships (discharging loaded barges in the open sea), the PHIBCB's (joining loaded causeways at sea) and offshore oil companies (mating jacket type structures at sea).

4. A suitable anchor for rock would be twice as heavy (4,000 kips) as the anchor for sediment seafloors. It could be composed of 4 x 1,000 kip LASH barge-sized modules.

5. The SALM anchor described in (2) could be transported and offloaded by any of the 20 LASH vessels using standard LASH barge procedures.

6. Transporting and offloading outsized anchor components (with the proposed cantilever lift frame) appears feasible, but not as attractive as using standard-sized modules and the unmodified LASH gantry crane.

7. The potential benefits of this type of the SALM merit further consideration in amphibious hardware development and support ship allocation.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Determine the relative merits of the SALM versus the CALM on seafloors likely to be encountered by the OBFS.

2. Assess the availability of LASH vessels to transport the anchor modules in times of national emergency.

3. If the relative merit of the SALM is high, and there is a strong indication that LASH vessels will be available when needed, initiate preliminary design of a modular gravity anchor base SALM for the ATTF and development of the capability for joining the anchor modules at sea.
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Figure 1. The Amphibious Tanker Terminal Facility (ATTF) catenary anchor leg mooring.
Figure 2. Single anchor leg mooring system for 65 ft water depth (from Ref. 1).
Figure 3. Loads at the ATTF SALM anchor (based on model test data for the catenary leg mooring. factor of safety is not included).
Figure 4. Relative occurrence of sediment types on the inner continental shelf determined from nautical charts (from Hayes, Ref. 5).
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a. Installation, single lift.  
weight 928k

b. Nested modules, 4 lifts.  
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c. Assembled side by side, 2 lifts.  
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Figure 12. Two methods for lifting and assembling the required deadweight anchor.

a. Nested modules, side view.

b. LASII barge-sized modules assembled side by side, top view.
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